European Commission
Att. Dr. Klaus Berend
Head of Unit F.1 Reach
Avenue d’Auderghem 45/Oudergemselan 45
1049 Bruxelles/Brussels
- Belgique -

RE:

Jahnstrasse 38 - 42
95114 Hirschaid
Mob. +49 (0) 171-9919831
Fax +49 (0) 69-305-85560
e-mail: Gerald.altnau@eascr.com

7 September 2015

EU ban on paint strippers containing DCM
Marketing and Use of DCM paint strippers in Poland

Dear Dr. Berend
Herewith we would like to seek for information about the permission for the marketing and use
of DCM based paint strippers in Poland and potential exports in other EU member states.
Scandia Cosmetics SA (32005 Niepolomice, ul. Grabska 23) sells very actively a paint stripper
called Scansol, that contains 80-90% dichloromethane according to the datasheet
(http://www.scansol.pl/scansol-karta_charakterystyki.pdf).
The product is sold by wholesalers to the decorators industry across Poland.
If a specific example is needed, please see below.
Przedsiębiorstwo Handlu Chemikaliami „Chemia” S.A.
61-005 Poznań
Ul. Świętego Michała 100
www.chemia-poznan.com.pl
Telefon 0048 61 8715800
Fax 0048 61 8715900

The activity on the internet is also quite impressive and alone on “allegro” we found minimum
50 offers for Scansol in 1,2 – 5kg cans when we checked on the 9th July and 7th September
2015 (see attachment):
http://allegro.pl/listing/listing.php?order=m&string=scansol&bmatch=engagement-v6-promosm-sqm-aut-1-5-0629
The existence of technical datasheets in other languages (e.g. Finish) leads to the conclusion
that this paint stripper may also be exported and sold by trading partners as mentioned on the
datasheet ( http://molyteam.net/20-SNF.pdf ) .
ORAPI NORDIC OY AB, Molyteam
Salpakuja 6
01200 VANTAA
Phone 09 894 6570
Telefax 09 8946 5722
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Because we could not find any information
in
that Poland got a derogation
ation granted
gran
by member
States for professional use (acc. to Commission Regulation No 276/2010)
2010) as it is the case for
UK, we would welcome any clarification
clari
from your side so that we can
an appropriately
appr
deal with
this situation that at present
esent looks
look to us like a breach of the ban forr DCM paint
pai strippers.
If the situation is indeed
d as it seems,
see
we would of course welcome an immediate
immed
action from
your side to correct the situation
situation.

Sincerely yours

Dr. Gerald G. Altnau
Chairman & CEO
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Screenshot from “allegro” Homepage

